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I start this May „Chat‰ with some evocative pictures of 75 years ago to mark VE Day on 8th

May 1945.



And the world still hasnÊt learned its lesson with hot and cold wars everywhere plus blatant
cross border cyber attacks and ,perhaps, even deliberate virus attacks Current flying armouries

include this appropriately named IL-38 May.

And letÊs remember the heroes of today
With thanks to Phil for the Âphoto and Andy for the artistry



And North WealdÊs tribute, as appeared on AB STN FB page
Photo taken from a NPAS chopper

Lawn mower operative extraordinaire, ex branch member James MacDowell

LAST MEETING

As much to report as last time! 

STANSTED SCENE
Easter Bank Holiday weekend and not a passenger in sight



8TH April saw what could have been a route-proving flight for the new Air Senegal service

from Dakar, with the late evening arrival of A330-941 9H-SZN. (Photo thanks to Michael Jones)

The fact that this new service from West Africa appears to be still planned to commence at
this extremely difficult time for the airlines was a major surprise to me, but I suspect the
service was always a political gesture rather than made for commercial reasons.

Somewhat  ironically  the  Wideroe service  that  officially  transferred  to  SEN  have  been

diverting into STN due to the temporary reduced operating hours at SEN

 Also  LoganairÊs Derry flights  have landed at  STN rather  than SEN. G-SAJG seen here

arriving an April 19th (Wideroe and Loganair photos thanks to Michael Jones)



The airport took advantage of the current situation to bring forward some runway work.
From 14th-24th April, the Runway was 100% closed between 1000-1600 each day. This caused
some disruption/re-timing of certain cargo operations.

CargoLogicAir received  good  news  on  22 April  with  the  lifting  of  its  Air  Operator

Certificate suspension. It initially commenced flights from China to the UK carrying supplies of
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), with ad hoc worldwide charters in response to customer
demand to follow. It will use two of the B747-400Fs that it previously flew including G-CLAA
below. 

On 10th April it was announced that one of the long term car parks is to become a major 

Covid-19 drive-through testing site. Up to five people will be able to be tested at any

one time.

STN to St Helena
In April, for the first time ever, the South Atlantic British Overseas Territory of St Helena 
received a direct flight from the UK when TitanÊs A318 G-EUNB flew STN to FHSH via Accra 
and Ascension. On board were just 28 passengers plus 8 crew, but it carried urgently needed 
medical supplies and provisions. The return, with favourable winds, necessitated just the one 
stop at Accra.
Not a busy airport The St Helena runway is just 1950m long

 



With cognisance to social distancing all of Andy GoldsmithÊs STN Âphoto selection this month
were taken from his garden at Rayne.

N616UP, Boeing 747-8F of UPS

Another „Jumbo‰, this time LX-VCC a Boeing 747-87RF of Cargolux



And a 3rd one, the ultimate Bizjet, Boeing 747-422 A6-HRM of the Dubai Air Wing

Yet another Boeing product, Boeing 777-FDZ A7-BFO of Qatar Airways



Yesteryear – PH-MBT, DC-10  of Martinair Holland, taken by Andy 28 years ago on 28 May

1992, but not from his garden!

GLOBAL SCENE 

There is no way I can report every development in the turbulent aviation scene but suffice to
say in the short to medium term it is bleak for the airline and aviation industry. As at 8th April
the world was basically closed to travel by British passport holders  - the only countries on
that date which were still allowing British passport holders to enter were:

• The Netherlands
• Sweden
• Iceland
• Mexico
• Nicaragua
• Aruba
• Curacao
• Cambodia
• Tanzania
• Palau
• Tuvalu
• Eire

6 April - Braathens Regional filed for bankruptcy.

7 April - IATA said it expects airline passenger revenues to drop by more than 40% this year

and warned that more than 25 million jobs in aviation and related industries are at risk.



8 April – Lufthansa announced the closing of its Germanwings budget airline as part of a

wider cutback driven by a decline in travel due to the coronavirus. The German airline said it
would de-commission more than 40 aircraft, warning that it does not expect demand to return
for "years". It said it would also reduce fleets in its other businesses, which include Austrian
Airlines, Swiss and Eurowings.

14 April  -  Ten US airlines have agreed to the US Treasury Department's bailout terms,

including loans which must be repaid. They are Alaska Airlines, Allegiant Air, American Airlines,
Delta  Air  Lines,  Frontier  Airlines,  Hawaiian  Airlines,  JetBlue  Airways,  SkyWest  Airlines,
Southwest Airlines and United Airlines.  Major carriers will receive 70% of the funds for payroll
in cash assistance that will not need to be paid back, while smaller carriers receiving $100m or
less will not need to repay any funds.
     

American Airlines quickly announced it agreed a $5.8bn package, which includes a $1.7bn

loan  to  be  repaid. It  said  it  may  also  apply  for  a  further  loan  of  $4.75bn.  Southwest
Airlines will receive $2.3bn in payroll support and a low-interest loan of nearly $1bn.

15 April –  Virgin Atlantic was reported as using US investment bank Morgan Stanley to

negotiate on its behalf a £500 million support package with the UK Government. Sister airline

Virgin Australia  collapsed  on 20th April  and entered  Voluntary  Administration; it  was

already struggling with servicing its A$5bn (£2.55bn) long term debt.  Virgin Australia (130
aircraft) previously had 31% of the domestic market but being foreign owned (including the
UAE government, Singapore Airlines, China's  HNA, and Sir  Richard Branson's  Group)  was
refused any aid by Canberra.

16 April  –  easyJet revealed that it expects to report a pre-tax loss between £360m and

£380m for  the  first  half  of  its  financial  year. However  another  report  on 21 April  said  it
expected a pre-tax loss of between £185m and £205m for the same six months to 31 March,
although this would mark an improvement after a £275m loss in the same period a year earlier.
It  has  deferred  the  delivery  of  24  aircraft  on  order  from Airbus. Also  when  it  does  re-
commence flights it will, initially, have social  distancing on-board by leaving the middle seat
vacant. Expect ticket prices to soar as well as its aircraft!  Mr OÊLeary has scoffed at the idea of

Ryanair following suit with social distancing on board its flights.

17 April – Heathrow implemented the temporary closure of Terminals 3 & 4 for foreseeable

future. KLM stops flying its sole daily flight from AMS as passenger numbers were so low;

previously it operated up to 11 flights per day into LHR alone and there has since been a

reintroduction of some flights, mainly using ERJ equipment. Alitalia reports its 4 daily flights

from FCO are virtually empty into LHR but „almost full‰ on the return leg with Italian citizens.

20 April – CityJet reportedly close to entering the Irish equivalent of Chapter 11.



21 April –  Stansted: a spokesman for Manchester Airports Group, which runs Manchester,

Stansted and East Midlands airports, said: "Every airport in the UK has seen an unforeseen,
rapid and significant reduction in passenger numbers. MAG has already acted quickly to protect
jobs and secure its long term future by cutting costs across the group. MAG faces into this
crisis in a strong and prudent financial position, with supportive shareholders."

East Midlands Airport is currently one of the top 10 busiest airports in Europe by flight

numbers because of its cargo operation, with volumes "as high as they would be in a normal
month" but passenger numbers down "very significantly on normal levels".
 

23 April –   Luton. As from this date LTN no longer accepted passenger flights – only GA,

cargo & maintenance flights.  However, on 25 April  Wizz Air announced it was re-starting

some of its flights from LTN effective 1 May. There will be empty seats for social distancing.

24 April  - Air France-KLM secure at least €9bn (£7.9bn; $9.7bn) in government aid, as the

Franco-Dutch airline group struggles to stay afloat because of the coronavirus outbreak.

27 April – Argentina bans all internal and international air traffic until 1st September

28 April - British Airways said it is set to cut up to 12,000 jobs (including 4,300 pilots)from

its 42,000-strong; it has already placed almost 23,000 staff on furlough.  IAG also revealed the
impact of the virus outbreak on group revenues with revenues in the first three months of
2020 falling 13% to  €4.6bn (£4bn). Worse is to come warned Stephen Gunning, IAG's chief
financial  officer. Worse  news  on  the  30th when  BA  advised  staff  it  may  not  re-open  the

Gatwick operation at all. 



29 April - Boeing announced plans to cut 10% of its 150,000 workforce, saying the Covid-19

pandemic had delivered it a "body blow". The Commercial Aircraft division will see a higher
percentage of lay-offs.

This Youtube shows some of the storage airfields around the globe - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcARWU2-x-w

British Airways A380Ês stored at Chateauroux

Airbus –  the CEO has issued  a  stark assessment  of  Covid-19Ês  impact  and warned the

workforce that the company was "bleeding cash at an unprecedented speed".  He reportedly
told Airbus' 135,000 staff to brace for potentially deep job cuts as part of its survival strategy.

British Airways and China
Twenty-one British Airways cargo-only flights a week from China to London will shortly be
operating including the carrying of cargo in the cabin on some of these operations, as well as in
the hold.

The Sharp LB-1085 TVÊs (US4160,000) are in Club World but First Class is reserved for the
Stuart Hughes Prestige HD Supreme Rose Edition TV which retails at a cool US$ 2.25million,

but the matching gold and diamond encrusted laptop is a snip at only US$ 285,000



.

Non-pandemic news, and not good for Boeing in 2 areas. Firstly, it has had to stop its

production lines and secondly yet more bad news re the 737MAX where 2 further software
issues have been discovered. One could potentially lead to a loss of control known in the
event of a runaway stabiliser, while the other issue could potentially lead to disengagement of
the autopilot feature during final approach.  I wonder how many of the hundreds of stored
737MAX will actually enter service with their original airlines post Covid-19 once they receive
the eventual final „Fix‰ for the aircraftÊs software systems. I suspect with their vastly improved
fuel efficiency over the NG we will see a rapid acceptance by the airlines (and the public???) of
the MAX and many NG aircraft being consigned to the deserts or the Kembles of this world.

Boeing again –  this  company  has  unilaterally  announced  the  termination  of  a  Master

Transaction  Agreement  (MTA)  with  Embraer, under  which  the  two  companies  sought  to
establish a new level of strategic partnership. In February 2019 the parties unveiled a joint
venture comprising Embraer's  commercial  aviation business and a  second joint venture to
develop new markets for the C-390 Millennium medium airlift and air mobility aircraft. Only
the latter j.v .will  continue under a 2012 MTA. Embraer are clearly unhappy and issued a
statement that it is a move by Boeing to cancel its commitment to pay the US$4.2bn purchase
price to Embraer due to BoeingÊs own financial and reputational problems through Covid-19
and the 737MAX.



What, When or Where??? 

Answer to Last monthÊs WWW - Easter Airfield (near Inverness)

SPRINGTIME

Spring is in the air – well on the ground in this case.  Let me know what you think the offspring
of this springtime coupling should be named.



AVIATION ANAGRAMS

       This monthÊs aircraft type teaser - DEREK NIP OFF SHIRK 
clue: Unhappy about a girlÊs approaches?  

And the airline name teasers are: AH NECTARINES and SENIOR UNHATCH
clue:  Oriental Compasses 

Answers to last monthÊs anagrams

What aircraft type is GABBI RULE USA – Airbus Beluga

What airline is this PRAISE UGLINESS = Pegasus Airlines



NEXT MEETING

At this time all meetings remain cancelled until further notice.

History Corner  - May 5th

The 5th May (the date our May meeting had been scheduled to take place) is a notable day in
aviation history with 3 significant events taking place.

5th May 1930 saw Amy Johnson set off from Croydon Airport in her DH60G at the start of her
successful 1st ever solo flight by a woman from the UK to Australia. She landed in Darwin after
19 days.  Qantas fly LHR to Perth in 16 hrs 45 mins. And in a lot more comfort!

5th May 1961 Alan Shepherd becomes the 2nd man to explore space aboard his  Redstone
launched Mercury capsule, some 3 weeks after Yuri Gargarin 1st manned spaceflight

5th May 1968 recorded the first non-stop trans Atlantic crossing by a bizjet, a Gulfstream II
from Teterboro to London.

Amy JohnsonÊs arrival at Darwin in DH.60G G-AAAH „Jason‰



Alan Shepherd in the decidedly claustrophic Mercury capsule



SELF-ISOLATION QUIZ 

What is the common link – definitely non aviation - between these? 
- Avro 694

- BOAC  Lockheed L-749A G-ALAK

- Short S.25

- The R J Mitchell designed flying boat f/f 10 March 1925

- Short S.29

- More commonly known as Robin Hood Airport (2 links here)

Clue – To give you a sporting chance I suggest you try kicking around a few 
colourful ideas. I will email some more clues in a week or so.

And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

Thanks as always to Andy Goldsmith and Michael Jones for their assistance and contributions.

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


